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WEEK 1: DISCOVER YOUR MOST VALUABLE 
DIFFERENCES
You’re here! We’re going to be creating your own Anthem, so 
you’ll have a tagline for your personality. 

By the end of this short program, you’ll be able to summarize 
how you add value in less thank 9 seconds. You’ll be able to 
walk into a meeting or start a conversation with a prospective 
client, and feel more confident and relaxed because you’ll know 
how your personality is most likely to impress and influence 
that person on the other side of the table. 

Ready? Let’s go.

FASCINATION IS AN INTENSE FOCUS.
When you fascinate someone, they’re focused on you, and your 
message. Your personality has certain fascinating qualities, and once you 
understand them, you become more interesting and more valuable to 
others. 

In this program, I’m going to show you how the world sees you at your 
best, so you can describe yourself in just two or three words. 

My team and I have spent a year testing and refining this process so 
that you can make it really easy for the people around you to recognize 
how you are different, and what you do best. 

We’ll identify and articulate your most valuable traits, so you can be 
rewarded for what you’re ALREADY doing right. You can concentrate 
on the areas that come naturally to you. 

“It all begins with understanding how the world 
sees you, at your best.”
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THE THREE THREATS 

You might be thinking to yourself, “Why can’t I just 
communicate the same way as I always have? Do I really 
need to know how the world sees me?” The reality is that 
every time you communicate you face three nasty, hairy 
threats:

These threats make it really tough for you to fascinate your 
listener and influence decisions. If people are distracted 
when you communicate, they’re very unlikely to take action 
on what you say.  

I’m going to give you a tool to triumph over the three 
threats in one simple way: by adding distinct value.

Distraction
\disˈtrakSHən\
noun

The threat of divided attention. Today, 
shortened attention spans make it increasingly 
difficult to capture and retain the attention of 
your listener.

Competition
\kämpəˈtiSHən\
noun

The threat of losing in a crowded environment 
in which others are competing for the same 
resources, recognition, or rewards.

Commoditization
\kə-ˌmä-də-tə-ˈzā-shən\
noun

The threat of becoming so similar to your 
competition that you are no longer distinct. 
Once commoditized, you’re in a vulnerable 
position, because you’ll probably have to 
compete on the basis of price.

HOW TO ADD 
DISTINCT VALUE 

You may not realize it, 
but your personality is 
already adding distinct 
value. There are probably 
many ways in which you 
are good in your work, 
but there’s at least on way 
in which you are truly 
exceptional. This points 
to your natural advantages. 
These advantages help you 
become intensely valuable 
in the right context. 

In a distracted and 
competitive world, people 
need shortcuts. There’s 
a way in which your 
personality is most likely 
to add distinct value. 
This week, we’re going to 
explore some exercises that 
will help you on the road 
to discovering your highest 
value. 



ANTHEM 2.0 BETA WEEK 1
IDENTIFYING YOUR WELLSPRING AND QUICKSAND

Before you can craft an Anthem that is truly valuable, you first have to discover what tasks fill 
you with energy and what tasks require the most effort for you to complete.

During the next week, think carefully about which tasks fit into these two categories, and write 
them down in the appropriate box.
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WELLSPRING
(ENERGIZING)

QUICKSAND
(DRAINING)

List taskes here that make you feel more 
focused and in the flow. When you;re 
completing these tasks, you’re productive, 
energized and challenged.

List taskes here that are extremely effortful 
for you to complete. They leve you bored, 
exhausted and distracted. You’d rather be doin 
something else.

ANTHEM 2.0 BETA WEEK 1 Hello@HowToFascinate.com | © 2014 How To Fascinate. All rights reserved.
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WEEK 2: YOUR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ADVANTAGE
Fascination is an intense focus. When you fascinate your clients or co-workers, 
they’re focused on you, and your message. 

You already have certain naturally 
fascinating qualities. These 
qualities positively shape how the 
world sees you. These are your 
Advantages. When you apply 
your Advantages, you’ll grow your 
business, and communicate more 
effectively with everyone in your 
life. 

You’re already using at least TWO 
of these Advantages when you 
communicate: 

Your primary Advantage, and your secondary Advantage.
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Once you know your primary and secondary, it helps explain why you 
tend to succeed in certain types of situations. In other situations however, 
you’re at a disadvantage. You’ll become frustrated and demoralized. 

No matter which Advantages you naturally apply, your goal is the same…

Your primary Advantage is 
your #1 most effective mode of 
communication. It’s how you are 
most likely to add value in work and 
in life.

Your secondary Advantage describes how you 
use your primary Advantage. Like your primary 
Advantage, it doesn’t cost you a lot of effort or energy 
to use your secondary. You can almost think about 
this like a language that you already know how to 
speak.

   PRIMARY ADVANTAGE

*Take a look at page 9 of your 
Fascination Advantage Report to read 
more about your primary Advantage

*Take a look at page 10 of your Fascination Advantage 
Report to read more about your secondary Advantage

IS THE LANGUAGE OF CREATIVITY

IS THE LANGUAGE OF RELATIONSHIP

IS THE LANGUAGE OF CONFIDENCE

IS THE LANGUAGE OF EXCELLENCE

IS THE LANGUAGE OF STABILITY

IS THE LANGUAGE OF LISTENING

IS THE LANGUAGE OF DETAILS

INNOVATION
PASSION
POWER
PRESTIGE
TRUST
MYSTIQUE
ALERT

There are seven different types of Advantages, we call 
them the Fascination Advantages.

   SECONDARY ADVANTAGE
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FOCUS ON YOUR ADVANTAGES, AND AVOID YOUR 
PITFALLS, IN ORDER TO FASCINATE YOUR LISTENER. 
Now take a look at your own primary and secondary Advantages on 
page 9 and 10 of your Fascination Advantage Report. Read through the 
“Personality Descriptors” section carefully.

Are you tapping into your unique Advantage while communicating at 
work? 

Are you starting to see how your primary and secondary Advantages 
correlate to your Wellspring activities from Module 1?

YOUR DORMANT ADVANTAGE
Your primary and secondary are your top two scores, and these give you 
an Advantage over others. On the other hand, your dormant Advantage is 
almost like a disadvantage. 

This is the mode of 
communication that is most 
exhausting and stressful for 
you.
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     ACTION TIP #1    ACTION TIP #2    ACTION TIP #3
Start a new project by letting 
your team know how you’ll 
contribute by tapping into the 
traits from the “Personality 
Descriptors” section.

Include the “Who You Are” 
adjectives in your email 
signature, or your social media 
profiles. You can refine this later 
into your Anthem.

Settle a disagreement by telling 
the other person “How You Add 
Value.” Let them know how you 
communicate and talk about 
why it’s different from how they 
add value.

*Take a look at page 11 of your Fascination 
Advantage Report to read more about your 
dormant Advantage

   DORMANT ADVANTAGE

TAKE ACTION TODAY
Here are some ways you can start applying your top Advantages this week:

* Refer to your Fascination Advatnage Report for the actionable tips above
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Once you know your personality’s dormant Advantage, you’ll understand 
why certain tasks feel like struggling through Quicksand, and how to 
avoid spending your energy on those traps.

Review this page carefully and compare it to your Quicksand activities 
from Module 1. Are you starting to see why your dormant Advantage can 
be so draining to use?

When working with a team (or even with family), remember that people 
are less likely to succeed if they have to tap into their dormant Advantage.

Here are some examples of how each Advantage can feel like Quicksand:

IF YOU HAVE... YOU PROBABLY FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE...

Connecting one-on-one with customers or clients

Following the same procedure every day, with no 
freedom to try new methods

Working in an isolated and quiet environment

Competing for the spotlight through excellence

Managing projects or leading meetings

Meeting deadlines and fulfilling regularly scheduled 
deliverables

Participating in brainstorming sessions
INNOVATION

PASSION

POWER

PRESTIGE

TRUST

MYSTIQUE

ALERT
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DORMANT

DORMANT

DORMANT

DORMANT

DORMANT

DORMANT

DORMANT
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GET TO KNOW YOUR ARCHETYPE
In your Archetype video, I’ll show you how the world sees you at your best, and give 
you one minute coaching to improve your results. 

Watch your Archetype video carefully. Next, discuss the video with a few of your closest 
friends or coworkers. 

Now ask yourself:

Do you identify with the video completely with 
a “Yes! That’s me!”
- or -
Do you feel like “That sounds somewhat like me, 
but there’s a few things that aren’t quite right.”

What does this mean? This question comes 
down to your analytics, which we’ll cover in the next few pages.

Every personality is special and unique. Likewise, every person who shares the same 
Archetype with another person is also unique. Your Archetype is comprised of your top 
two Advantages, but you still use all seven. 

Here’s an example:

Both are Maestros. Both are totally unique.
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 2Don’t know where to find your 
Archetype video?
nn Go to HowToFascinate.com
nn Login with the email and password 

you used to take the Fascination 
Advantage Assessment
nn Scroll down to see Sally explain your 

Archetype in your Archetype video.

Kate’s top two Advantages are Power + Prestige. 
Kate’s third highest Advantage is Innovation. Kate 
leads her team with confidence and high standards, 
but she also likes to try new ideas on a regular 
basis. If Kate doesn’t think a product is selling 
well, she’ll work with the marketing team to start 
from scratch on how to sell it. She commands the 
team with ease and expects them to deliver to her 
standards.

Jim’s top two Advantages are Power + Prestige. 
Jim’s third highest Advantage is Trust. Like Kate, 
he leads with confidence and high standards. 
Unlike Kate, he sticks with tried and true methods. 
If Jim’s product isn’t selling, he meets with the 
marketing team on a regular basis to go over what 
worked best in the past. If something isn’t quite 
right, he wants to find another model that’s worked 
for similar companies before changing course.
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INNOVATION PASSION POWER PRESTIGE TRUST MYSTIQUE ALERT

KATE IS A MAESTRO JIM IS ALSO A MAESTRO
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THE INTENSITY OF YOUR ADVANTAGES
Now it’s time to look at your scores for each Advantage. Turn to page 12 of your 
Fascination Advantage Report.

You’ll see a bar chart of all 7 Advantages, and how you use each 
one in your communication.

We realize these results might seem be a little confusing at first, 
so let’s break it down.

This graph shows the intensity of each Advantage in your 
personality. The scores have been normalized to a 10-point 
scale. The higher the score, the more intense your use of that 
Advantage. You use all the Advantages, but your top two 

Advantages, your primary and secondary Advantages, are the ones that shape your 
personality brand the most.

You use every Advantage in your communication, even your dormant Advantage 
(although this one is far more effortful to use than the others). This fact is why every 
person who shares an Archetype can be different from each other.

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE 

Two Catalysts. Two different personality compositions.
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Hello@HowToFascinate.com | 855.973.266312 / 16	 THE	CATALYST	:	DEEPER	UNDERSTANDING

MY ADVANTAGES, COMPARED TO AVERAGE POPULATION

This graph shows how your personality compares with the hundreds of thousands of others who 
have taken the Fascination Advantage Assessment. (For more in-depth information on your 
Primary, Secondary, and Dormant Advantages, see the “ADVANTAGES” section of this report.)

INTENSITY OF MY ADVANTAGES

How intense is your use of each Advantage? This graph shows the intensity of each Advantage 
in your personality. The scores have been normalized to a 10-point scale. The higher the score 
the more intense your use of that Advantage. You use all the Advantages, but your top two 
Advantages, your primary and secondary, are the ones that shape your personality brand the most.

A PIE CHART OF MY 
PERCENTAGES
This chart shows the 
percentage of each Advantage 
in your personality.

Do you have a very high 
percentage of one Advantage? 
A high percentage indicates 
a more consistent and 
concentrated use of one 
certain trait.

A COMMONLY ASKED QUESTION
What if I have the same percentage 
for multiple advantages?

The Fascination Advantage 
measures your results to a tenth 
of a percent. The assessment has 

“tie-breaker” questions built into the 
algorithm. Your report reflects your 
top two scores.

My Results Total Intensity Possible

My Results Average of All Users

ANALYTICS

SALLY HOGSHEAD

Sally Hogshead is a Catalyst. Her lowest scores 
are Alert, Mystique and Trust. Because of this, 
Sally employs individuals with a high amount of 
Alert, so they can manage the details that Sally isn’t 
naturally suited to deliver. This allows her to focus 
on big picture ideas.

Our team’s business development manager Kara, 
is also a Catalyst, however she scores much higher 
in Alert and enjoys accounting and number 
crunching.
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SALLY IS A CATALYST KARA IS ALSO A CATALYST
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A very even 
distribution of 
Advantages

Several that are very 
high and several 
very low

Have a very well rounded range of 
Advantages at your disposal. You will still get 
the best results by focusing on your top two, 
but you can mix the others in with ease.

Have a very easy time communicating with 
your top Advantages. When people come to 
you, they know exactly what to expect. You 
might be less successful by tapping into your 
lower Advantages, but you can still do so 
when needed.

IF YOU HAVE... YOU PROBABLY…
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Every break down is different, but here are some scenarios to keep in mind when 
looking at your own results:

Now that you’ve analyzed your breakdown more carefully, talk with the same few 
people from before about your Archetype video. Discuss how well the video fits your 
personality, and how your unique combination could be affecting your perception of 
the video. If you disagree with any of the points, compare them to your results to see if 
you score high in that Advantage.

Here they are again for your reference:

INNOVATION

PASSION

POWER

PRESTIGE

TRUST

MYSTIQUE

ALERT

New ideas and solutions

Creating warm emotional connections

Leading through authority

Achieving success with higher standards

Building loyalty over time

Thinking before speaking

Careful precision
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YOUR SPECIALTY ADJECTIVES
Now that you’ve taken the time to get to know 
your results, it’s time to start planning out your 
Anthem.

Turn to page 6 of your report to view your 
specialty Adjectives.

These are the top 5 adjectives that describe how 
your personality adds distinct value.

Example: If a Detective (Alert + Mystique) 
wrote down the task “Organizing systems 
to run more efficiently” on their Wellspring/
Quicksand worksheet, they might choose the 
adjective “accurate.”
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Look back at your Wellspring/Quicksand worksheet 
from Week 1. Compare the items you listed with 
your specialty adjectives. Choose an adjective 
from your 5 for each task you wrote down. Which 
adjectives correlate closest with the tasks that fill you 
with energy?

Once you’ve chosen an adjective for each 
task, you should start to see which ones you 
use most often. These adjectives will be good 
contenders to use when creating your Anthem 
in Module 3. But remember, you don’t have to 
just choose from these 5. We’ll discuss in the 
next module where you can pull adjectives.

Until you receive Module 3, keep thinking 
about your specialty adjectives. Which ones 
sound most like you?

List the three adjectives that resonate with you most:  

Adjective 1:

Adjective 2:

Adjective 3: 

Write the Adjectives here:

1.  

2.  

3.  
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR FASCINATION ADVANTAGE Hello@HowToFascinate.com | © 2014 How To Fascinate. All rights reserved.

01 PRIMARY ADVANTAGE

02 SECONDARY ADVANTAGE

 DORMANT ADVANTAGE

YOU WILL NEED:

Wellspring / Quicksand Worksheet from Week 1
PDF of your Fascination Advantage® Report

Go to page 9 of your Fascination Advantage® Report. Compare the section titled, “How You Add 
Value” to your Wellspring worksheet.

Go to page 10 of your Fascination Advantage® Report. Compare the section titled, “How You 
Add Value” to your Wellspring worksheet.

Go to page 11 of your Fascination Advantage® report. Compare the section titled, “Why 
[Dormant Advantage] Feels Like Quicksand” to your Quicksand worksheet.

WELLSPRING

WELLSPRING

QUICKSAND
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WHY YOU MUST HAVE AN ANTHEM
Ever struggle to find the right words to describe yourself? 

For instance, have you sat down to write a bio, or apply for a job or school, or 
fill out a social media profile . . . and then felt uncertain about exactly what to 
say? You might start to go around and around in circles (typing, deleting, typing, 
deleting). You might start to question the whole thing. 

Once you create your Anthem, you’ll have a 
strong and persuasive phrase to confidently 
describe how you are most likely to add value. 
This short phrase goes a long way toward a 
positive impression. When you know exactly 
how your personality is most likely to add 
value, you can make it extremely easy for 
other people to grasp what you bring to the table.

“AN ANTHEM IS SIMPLE TO REMEMBER, EASY TO COMMUNICATE, AND 
INCREDIBLY USEFUL TO APPLY.”

You can use your Anthem to describe
yourself in a snapshot, such as a
resume or LinkedIn bio. Yet your
Anthem is more than just a tagline to
promote yourself. You can orient your
whole career around it, because it
points to your personality’s strongest area of performance. It’s your core specialty.

You don’t have to invent any words for this. Your Fascination Advantage report 
will guide you to your perfect words. Then, you choose from a list of nouns 
selecting one that identifies what you do best. The results are lasting, but the 
exercise itself is simple, high-energy, and motivating.

In this training, you will 
create your very own 
Anthem. You’ll find out how 
to apply this Anthem to all 
communication – from sales 
calls, to team building. 

How you 
are different 
(adjective)

What you 
do best 
(noun)

Your 
Anthem+ =
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BUILD YOUR ANTHEM
Now that you know why you need an Anthem, here’s a quick look at how this process 
will work:

First, we identify how you are different. Next, we 
pinpoint what you do best. The process is very 
simple, and we’ve already done most of the work 
for you. You’ll pair an adjective with a noun, giving 
you a short description of yourself.

You don’t have to invent any words for this. Your 
Fascination Advantage report will automatically 
include the top adjectives that tell us what makes you different. Then, you’ll choose 
from a list of nouns - selecting one that identifies what you do best.

Together these words will create your Anthem. Once you have the right Anthem 
for you, you can center all communication on it to immediately add value in every 
interaction.

Here are just a few examples of how you can use your new Anthem:

You’ll select the words that 
identify you highest distinct 
value.

1. THE ADJECTIVE: How you 
are different    

2. THE NOUN: What you do 
best

Start meetings by introducing 
yourself with how you add 
value

Update social media to show 
people why they should work 
with you

Re-write your business “about 
page” so potential customers 
will understand exactly what 
you offer

Ex. “Today I’ll be outlining my dedicated vision for this month’s 
projects, and how each team member will contribute most 
effectively.”

Ex. “You need to work with me because when other companies get 
stuck, my imaginative problem-solving will grow your revenue by 
at least 20 percent.”

Ex. “Is your team constantly fighting (or projects failing before 
they even get started)? My coaching service relies on discerning 
teambuilding to help you get to the root of the problem.”
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Before we get started, here’s what you’ll need:

Worksheets from week 1 and 2
Your Fascination Advantage® report

Your Fascination Anthem™ worksheet

Here are some examples to help you understand the importance of your choice. Even 
similar Anthems will add value in very different ways:

HOW YOU ARE DIFFERENT (THE ADJECTIVE):

WHAT YOU DO BEST (THE NOUN):

Mary always sets high standards for herself and 
her team (and products sell because of it). Her 
she creates fine-tuned solutions to the market’s 
problems by looking at what worked in the past 
and always striving to achieve more. Thorough 
market research goes into every decision she 
makes.

Henry makes a great team leader because of his 
ability to diffuse tension. Whenever a problem 
starts to arise, his calm nature helps him create 
a subtle synergy that mellows even the most 
uptight coworker. As a result, Henry’s projects are 
always completed ahead of schedule.

George is valued for his off-the-cuff ideas and 
bold experimentation. He regularly comes up 
with inventive solutions by holding weekly 
brainstorming meetings to keep his teammates on 
their toes. George’s company knows that not every 
idea will work, but if they never try new ideas, 
they’ll never be market leaders.

Lindsey has the final say before new products 
release online. Her subtle attention to detail 
catches mistakes her entire team has missed. 
Because of her dedication to monitoring projects 
carefully, her company has an excellent reputation 
for producing quality content. Product callbacks 
have reduced by over 50 percent since Lindsey 
joined the team.

FINE-TUNED
SOLUTIONS

SUBTLE
SYNERGY

INVENTIVE
SOLUTIONS

SUBTLE
ATTENTION TO DETAIL
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STEP 1: PICK YOUR ADJECTIVE (HOW YOU ARE 
DIFFERENT)
It’s time to look back at your specialty adjectives from week 2. Now that you’ve 
had some time to think about it, write down the adjectives that resonated with 
you the most from your Fascination Advantage report:

1.  

2.  

3.  

These adjectives are the building blocks of your Anthem. By the end of this 
you’ll pick the one that truly shows your value.

Not quite sure your specialty adjectives are the perfect fit? Don’t worry! Check 
out all the places you can pull from on your Fascination Anthem Worksheet.

NOW, COMBINE YOUR ADJECTIVE AND NOUN TOGETHER  
Finish this sentence: My distinct value is my ability to deliver... 

!

_________________________     _________________________

HOW TO CREATE YOUR ANTHEM

(adjective)

THE 49 PERSONALITY ARCHETYPES
SECONDARY ADVANTAGE

P
R

IM
A

R
Y

 A
D

V
A

N
T
A

G
E

THE
ANARCHY

THE
CATALYST

THE CHANGE
AGENT

THE 
AVANT-GARDE

THE
EVOLUTIONARY

THE SECRET
WEAPON

THE
COMPOSER

INNOVATION

INNOVATION PRESTIGEPOWER MYSTIQUE ALERTPASSION TRUST

PRESTIGE

PASSION

TRUST

POWER

MYSTIQUE

ALERT

THE
TRENDSETTER

THE
TALENT

THE
MAESTRO

THE
IMPERIAL

THE 
DIPLOMAT

THE
ROYAL GUARD

THE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

THE
ROCKSTAR

THE
DRAMA

THE
RINGLEADER

THE
CONNOISSEUR

THE
AUTHENTIC

THE SUBTLE
TOUCH

THE
COORDINATOR

THE
ARTISAN

THE
BELOVED

THE
GUARDIAN

THE
BLUE CHIP

THE
OLD GUARD

THE
WISE OWL

THE
MEDIATOR

THE MAVERICK
LEADER

THE PEOPLE’S
CHAMPION

THE
AGGRESSOR

THE
VICTOR

THE
GRAVITAS

THE VEILED
STRENGTH

THE
ACE

THE
PROVOCATEUR

THE
INTRIGUE

THE
MASTERMIND

THE 
ARCHITECT

THE
ANCHOR

THE
DEADBOLT

THE
DETECTIVE

THE
QUICK-START

THE
ORCHESTRATOR

THE
DEFENDER

THE 
SCHOLAR

THE
GOOD CITIZEN

THE
ARCHER

THE CONTROL
FREAK

Volatile • Startling
Chaotic

Energizing • Social 
Out-of-the-Box

Inventive • Untraditional
Self-Propelled

Original • Enterprising
Forward-Thinking

Curious • Adaptable
Open-Minded

Nimble • Unassuming
Independent

Strategic • Fine-Tuned
Judicious

You change the game

with creativity

You change the game

with creativity

You earn respect with 

higher standards

You lead

with command

You communicate

with substance

You prevent problems

with care

You connect

with emotion

You build loyalty

with consistency

You earn respect with 

higher standards

You connect

with emotion

You build loyalty

with consistency

You lead

with command

You communicate

with substance

You prevent problems

with care

Cutting-Edge • Elite
Progressive

Expressive • Stylish
Emotionally-Intelligent

Ambitious • Focused
Confident

Arrogant • Cold
Superior

Levelheaded • Subtle
Capable

Elegant • Astute
Discreet

Productive • Skilled
Detailed

Bold • Artistic
Unorthodox

Theatrical • Emotive
Sensitive

Motivating • Spirited
Compelling

Insightful • Distinguished
In-the-Know

Dependable • Trustworthy 
Approachable

Tactful • Self-Sufficient
Mindful

Constructive • Organized
Practical

Deliberate • Thoughtful
Flexible

Nurturing • Loyal
Sincere

Prominent • Genuine
Sure-Footed

Classic • Established
Best-In-Class

Predictable • Safe
Unmovable

Observant • Assured
Unruffled

Steadfast • Composed
Structured

Pioneering • Irreverent
Entrepreneurial

Dynamic • Inclusive
Engaging

Dominant • Overbearing
Dogmatic

Respected • Competitive
Results-Oriented

Dignified • Stable
Hardworking

Realistic • Intentional
To-the-Point

Decisive • Tireless
Forthright

Clever • Adept
Contemporary

Discerning • Perceptive
Considerate

Methodical • Intense
Self-Reliant

Skillful • Restrained
Polished

Protective • Purposeful
Analytical

Unemotional • Introverted
Concentrated

Clear-Cut • Accurate
Meticulous

Prolific • Thorough
Diligent

Attentive • Dedicated
Efficient

Proactive • Cautionary
Strong-Willed

Intellectual • Disciplined
Systematic

Principled • Prepared
Conscientious

On-Target • Reasoned
Pragmatic

Compulsive • Driven
Exacting

PICK ONE ADJECTIVE FROM THE MATRIX  
(Your adjective describes how you are different) 
!

____________________________

For Complete Instruction on the Anthem Method, 
Please Visit: HowToFascinate.com/Anthem OR 
Email Us: Hello@HowToFascinate.com 
HowTheWorldSeesYou.com

STEP 1

Your Anthem is a very short phrase, usually just 
two words long. It describes how you are 
different, and what you do best. This is the 
fastest and easiest way to describe your 
distinct value. Think of it like a tagline for your 
personality.

   FIND AND CIRCLE YOUR ARCHETYPE  

   THEN, FIND AND CIRCLE YOUR TWIN 
!

Notice the six adjectives inside those circles. 
Which adjective describes how you are different?

PICK ONE NOUN FROM THE NOUN BANK BELOW 
(Your noun describes what you do best) 
!

____________________________

(noun)

STEP 2

STEP 3

IDEAS       INSIGHTS       SKILLSET       EXPERTISE       TEAM-BUILDING       MINDSET       EXPERIENCE

NOUN BANK

LEARN MORE IN 
How the World Sees You: Discover your 
highest value  through the science of 
fascination by Sally Hogshead

© 2014 How To Fascinate. All rights reserved.
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If you’re having trouble picking an adjective, take a look at your wellspring/quicksand 
worksheet from week 1. Think about which adjective really explains how you add value 
on a regular basis.

      Write the adjective of your choice on your Fascination Anthem worksheet.

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS
WRITE THE ADJECTIVE YOU PICKED IN THE BLANK 

      “People can always count on me to be” 

      “I can solve certain problems better than anyone else because I am” 

      “I am better suited to serve my customers because I deliver solutions that are”

Do these statments fit you?
If so, you’re ready to move on to step 2. If not, keep working on it.

STEP 2: PICK YOUR NOUN (WHAT YOU DO BEST)
You do many things well. But what do you do at your best? When you are making a real 
difference on an assignment or task, what exactly are you giving to others?

This word is a noun, and forms the second half of your Anthem. It describes what you do 
best.

To get you started, the next page gives you a list of nouns. This will help you envision 
your value in a more tangible way. Read through the list. Then ask yourself: Which noun 
best describes what I do best?
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Write the noun of your choice on your Fascination Anthem worksheet.
Once you think you’ve found the right choice, continue on to step 3.

STEP 3: BRING THE WORDS TOGETHER TO CREATE  
YOUR ANTHEM
Combine your adjective with your noun, to create a pairing of two words. This 
is your Anthem: The tagline for your personality.

Your Anthem is the simplest way to describe your distinct value. It’s the essence 
of your communication. You can use this phrase as a guidepost, pointing all of 
your communication in this direction.

Our goal here is not to just write your Anthem, but to apply it, every day.

If you’re still a little unsure, here are some examples:

MY ANTHEM:

BOLD 
BRAINSTORMING

MY ANTHEM:

DISCIPLINED 
PRECISION

MY ANTHEM:

DETAILED 
METHODS

MY ANTHEM:

FASCINATING 
COMMUNICATION
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WHAT DO YOU DO BEST?
NOUN WORKSHEET

JJAccuracy
JJAttention to Detail
JJAttitude
JJAwards
JJBrainstorming
JJCharacter
JJCommunication
JJCreativity
JJCredentials
JJEnergy
JJExperience

JJExpertise
JJFlexibility
JJFollow-Through
JJIdeas 
JJInfluence
JJInsights
JJMindset
JJNetwork
JJPrecision
JJProblem-Solving
JJRelationships

JJReputation
JJResults
JJSkillset
JJSolutions
JJStamina
JJStandards
JJTeam-Building
JJTenacity
JJThought-Leadership
JJVision
JJWork Ethic

FINANCE/SALES
JJSelling
JJManagement
JJBusiness
JJNegotiations
JJBanking
JJProfits
JJSales
JJGoals
JJLeverage
JJInvestments

NONPROFIT
JJDevelopment
JJInitiative
JJConservation
JJIntegration
JJStrategies

ADMIN/HR/

TRAINING
JJObjectives
JJProtection
JJSpecialist
JJProcedure

JJPolicies
JJRelations
JJManagement
JJPrograms
JJTraining
JJCollaboration

MARKETING/

DESIGN/ART
JJWriting
JJPresentations
JJEntertainment
JJMarketing
JJTrends
JJTechniques
JJDesigns
JJCommunication
JJPizzazz

TECHNICAL
JJSolutions
JJPrograms
JJProcedures
JJAnalysis
JJAssistance
JJOperations

JJLogistics
JJMaintenance
JJSpecifications
JJMechanics
JJEngineering
JJSynergy

LEADERSHIP
JJManagement
JJAccountability
JJAchievements
JJPrinciples
JJLeadership
JJCoaching
JJFramework
JJEngagement
JJExperience
JJMentoring

OTHER
JJAction
JJApproach
JJAttention
JJAwareness
JJCertainty

JJCommunity 
Building
JJConnection
JJDirection
JJEfficiency
JJExcitement
JJExecution
JJImagination
JJIngenuity
JJInitiative
JJInspiration
JJInteraction
JJKnowledge
JJManagement
JJNetwork
JJOriginality
JJParticipation
JJPlay
JJPrecision
JJReadiness
JJResourcefulness
JJStimulation
JJStructure
JJStyle
JJUnderstanding
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STEP 4: TAKE YOUR ANTHEM FOR A TEST DRIVE
If you’re sure you’ve crafted the best Anthem for you, perfect! If you aren’t sure 
though, we suggest you try your Anthem out for awhile (maybe a few Anthems 
if you still aren’t sure).

Over the next week, keep the “Test Drive Your Anthem” worksheet on you 
desk and fill it in whenever you use your Anthem. By the end of the week you’ll 
start to see if your Anthem is ready to go.

NOW YOU HAVE IT:
FILL IN YOUR ANTHEM

Imagine that you take your new Anthem, and describe it like this: 

“If you need someone who delivers                                                  , I can help.”

“Even when things get tough, I promise to give                                                   .”

“If you’re like me, you want someone who can give                                                 .”

Your Anthem is a promise of what you can be counted on to provide to
the others.
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No amendments, alterations or changes may be made to this document or the underlying Fascination Advantage® 
assessment without first obtaining the express written permission of How To Fascinate or Sally Hogshead.

Fascination Advantage®, Discover How The World Sees You®, How To Fascinate®, each of the 7 Fascination 
Advantages, and the 49 Fascination Advantage® Archetypes are trademarks of How To Fascinate and/or Sally 
Hogshead. All other trademarks and copyrights are property of their respective owners.

Copyright © 2012-2014 How To Fascinate and Sally Hogshead. All Rights Reserved. Reproduction is prohibited 
without express permission of How To Fascinate or Sally Hogshead.
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TAKE YOUR ANTHEM FOR A TEST DRIVE
Many people struggle to find the perfect Anthem, right away. If you’ve been combining words 
and you’re just not sure how to decide on the right fit, try them out! Write your top picks in the 
chart below. 

Review these situations and over the next week, if you use one of the possible Anthems write a 
little about how you used it in the space below.
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How did you use 
your Anthem on a 
business call?

How did you use 
your Anthem to 
guide your team to 
a specific action?

How did you use 
your Anthem to 
write an important 
email?

How did you use 
your Anthem to fix 
a recurring issue?

How did you use 
your Anthem to 
lead a meeting?

How did you use 
your Anthem to 
resolve a conflict?

SITUATION
POSSIBLE ANTHEM #1 POSSIBLE ANTHEM #2


